Controlling contamination in technical facilities and clean rooms is always a challenge. Corners, in particular, are where most of the imperfections are found:

- Their shape makes cleaning and decontamination difficult
- Poorly welded, they can tear or sag under the weight of traffic
- Weakened by use, they end up losing their watertightness

In partnership with cleaning professionals, Gerflor has developed Clean Corner System: a patent pending innovative corner solution. Years of research and development have led to Clean Corner System (this system works only with Gerflor floors). Thanks to ultra-resistant and versatile profiles (photo 1), the Clean Corner System is suitable for all your projects, for perfect results (photo 2).

OUR CUSTOMERS TESTIFY

"Clean Corner System makes the rooms very attractive and easy to clean. It also allows facilities to be converted into clean rooms."

Jocelyne MILLIAT, Biomérieux La Balme

"Clean Corner System is an aesthetic solution with an increased strength of welding. It provides excellent results in terms of cleaning."

Drôme Nord Hospital

"This system is easy to implement and provides very good results in terms of cleaning."

AUBONNET
FOR EXCEPTIONAL RESULTS

WATERTIGHT
• Compliant with GMP
• Suitable for E2 and E3 zones
• Easy coving
• Limited and easy welding

RESISTANT & DURABLE
• Ultra-resistant bi-material corner profiles

CLEAN
• Quick and easy cleaning and decontamination
• Easy manoeuvring of twist upright vacuum cleaner
• No blind spot

VERSATILE
• Suitable for all Gerflor floors
• Suitable for all skirting heights (7 to 15 cm)
• Suitable for all cove formers (20 x 20 mm to 38 x 38 mm)
• Suitable for all angles (85° to 95°) with or without coving sections

ATTRACTIVE
• Neat and uniform design for all your corners

External angle is covered by the respective pending patent applications: WO2016/005695 A1, FR3023313.
Internal angle is covered by the French pending patent application FR3013065.
Suitable for all Gerlor PVC floors, the Clean Corner System technology meets the requirements of professionals in:

- The pharmaceutical industry in accordance with GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice).
- The health sector meeting the constraints of risk zones 4.

**CLEANER AND MORE ROBUST FACILITIES, REGARDLESS OF THE CONFIGURATION AND USAGE CONSTRAINTS**

**TRAINING TO ASSIST YOU**

A training course is required to acquire the techniques to implement the Clean Corner System.

For more information:
Tel.: 04 74 05 23 16 - Email: agnes.labrosse@gerlor.com
QUICK AND EASY CLEANING AND DECONTAMINATION

- **Clean Corner System**
  - Easy-to-reach rounded corner
  - Cleaning and decontamination made easy

- **Standard corner**
  - Stagnant dust
  - Cleaning and decontamination are more difficult

SUSTAINABILITY, DURABILITY & STABILITY

No risk of tearing or delamination of the floor covering in the corners.

WATERTIGHTNESS & VERSATILITY

Developed to make coving easier in the corners and to limit welding, the **Clean Corner System** ensures perfect watertightness.

- Floor + pharma partition (with or without coving sections)
- Floor + Decoclean / Decochoc / Mural Ultra (welding)
- Floor + Mural Calypso (covering)